1. Introduction. This is the first of three announcements of results concerning operator theory on locally convex topological vector spaces [3], [4]. The method described here uses certain well-behaved "finite" operators on such a space to study the properties of general operators acting there. Under suitable completeness conditions, these well-behaved operators appear in certain geometrically-determined Banach algebras; this fact brings to bear the highly developed classical theory of Banach algebras in the study of general operators on general locally convex spaces. Some of the methods are formally identical to those introduced by Allan in his earlier spectral theory for locally convex algebras [l].
2. Calibrations and normed algebras. The notions and results discussed in this section depend upon the choice of a fixed "geometrical" structure on a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space (les) H over the ground field F-{R or C} : a calibration T for X is a collection of continuous seminorms p on H which induces the topology of 36. Then the collection of all N(e,p) = {uex|p(u) £<•} €>0, ^er forms a neighborhood subbase at 0. Then T is Y-finite, or rg^rff), and The proof is routine and in large part classical. Notice that if 36 is a normed space, so that r={||-||}, then 3 r r (X)=<£(X) and ||-|| r becomes the usual operator norm. The nonclassical situation presents some novelties, however. THEOREM 
Suppose ÊFr(36) is large enough to contain the ideal £F(R(36) of continuous operators T of finite rank (T% finite-dimensional). Then H is normable (admits a calibration T' = {]| •))}).
Recalling that $F(R(36) is simply dense in «£(£) ("large") this result says that ^(36) is "large" iff H is normable. The proof uses Theorem 1(e) and a result of Williamson [ô] . Then (36B, || -1|^) is a normed space with unit ball B and a finer topology than the relative initial topology from 36. We call 36 normcomplete ("complete in the sense of Mackey") iff every (36#, || -US) is complete, as B ranges over the ccbb sets. If 36 is complete, quasicomplete, or sequentially complete, it is normcomplete (see [2] This result is essentially a corollary of Theorems 5 and 6 in [2], although a much more transparent proof will be given in [5].
Finite operators and recalibration.
The following result is the keystone of the theory announced here. It not only leads to all subsequent results, but it also provides the principal bridge between the theory and its applications. Essentially, it removes all dependence upon a fixed "geometrical" T and places the theory in its proper topological context. 
Both the recipe (S) and the proof itself hark back to the well-known classical proof that a Banach space can be equivalently renormed so as to make an operator-norm-bounded semigroup S into a contraction semigroup. The result then focuses our attention upon the following canonical set of operators. DEFINITION 2. An operator TE&&) is finite, or TE$Qt)t iff for some finite t< oo, t~lT generates an equicontinuous semigroup. COROLLARY 
^(36) = U {3^(36) \T is a calibration f or the les 36}.
This corollary allows us to identify innumerable nontrivial operators r££(36) which must appear in ^(36), hence in some nontrivial ffr(ï). PROPOSITION 
Suppose T£<£(£) satisfies a polynomial identity P(T) = 0,for P some nontrivial polynomial over F. Then TÇ^ïïÇX).
Nilpotent operators, with 7^ = 0 for some k, and idempotent projection operators, with E 2 = E, are typical examples. Operators of finite rank, being essentially matrices, also satisfy a polynomial identity. THEOREM 
The set <£(B(36) of locally bounded operators T in £(36) (for some zero-neighborhood N T , TN T is bounded) is an ideal in «£(36) contained entirely within ^(36).
Such familiar operators as compact operators (TN T compact or precompact), and hence nuclear operators and operators of finite rank, appear in <£<B(ï) and hence in $(£). If 36 is not normable, Theorem 2 and these observations show that $r(%) depends heavily on the choice of T: every finite-rank TE^ÖlCï) ü e s in some 5^(36), but no single 9^(36) can accommodate all of $(R(X). In fact, some 5^(36) degenerate into the trivial algebra FI, so the recalibration part of Theorem 4 effects a genuine qualitative change in the situation, "making room" for operators not previously admitted to (Fr(36).
It is also the case that the || -|| r topologies vary wildly with T: an algebra G. is known which is contained in uncountably many different ^r(3Ê) and inherits pair-wise distinct ||-||r topologies from these. Similarly, one can prove a maximality result concerning the 3 : r(ï).
Thus r E exactly imitates the spectral radius for a Banach algebra, where This lemma also makes possible an exact generalization of the usual operational calculus for operators iona Banach space, using the Cauchy integral formula (where it converges). 
